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From the most trusted name
in ultrasound, comes the new
LOGIQ 3, an advanced ultrasound
system suited for office
professionals or environments
that require a versatile scanner.
Compact and portable, LOGIQ 3
features the same advanced
TruScan Architecture as
GE's leadership LOGIQ family.

Room to room, or department to department,
the LOGIQ 3 delivers advanced functionality
and the power of raw digital processing,
that is ready to meet the full range of studies,
including OBGYN, vascular, cardiac and
neonatal applications.

Power, convenience... at your fingertips:
• Small footprint for ease of use and mobility
• Software intense platform featuring

TruScan Architecture
• Breadth of ultrasound applications
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GE’s exclusive TruScan Architecture features three
interrelated components on the LOGIQ 3:

• ComfortScan – Ergonomic user interface, with standard, full featured
ultrasound keyboard, to increase user comfort and higher productivity
• 15" high-resolution monitor
• Highly-maneuverable, four-wheel platform with front-wheel lock
• Small system footprint (19.7"w X 37.2"d)

• SmartScan – Another GE exclusive that improves image acquisition
ease and patient throughput
• Automatic optimization to improve image quality and consistency
• 3D options (Easy3D and Advanced 3D) that simplify

out-of-plane imaging
• Comprehensive reporting packages matched to your needs
• Flexible on-board image management

• TruAccess – GE’s unique raw-data processing technology that allows
the application of live scanning techniques to stored image data
• Raw-data image storage preserves data integrity
• Stored images may be manipulated with real-time

scanning techniques

GE Medical Systems is a world leader in diagnostic imaging products
and support. For more than 100 years, healthcare providers worldwide have
relied on GE for high-quality imaging technology, services and productivity
solutions. No matter what challenges your healthcare system faces,
you can always count on GE to help you deliver the highest quality care.

Ask your GE representative or visit our website
www.geultrasound.com for details today.

TruScan Architecture
A new concept in ultrasound


